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Introduction

Competition Bureau

Mission: To protect and promote competitive markets and enable 

informed consumer choice

Goal: To be an organization of excellence that produces high 

impact outcomes and is flexible in order to meet the challenges 

of the marketplace today and in the future



Introduction
Competition Bureau and E-Commerce:

• E-commerce-related enforcement is a priority for the Bureau

• Partnerships, competencies and technology are at the root of developing 

properly equipped e- commerce enforcement teams and strategies that 

achieve both high impact results and are responsive to emerging threats

• This includes fostering close coordination among law enforcement agencies, 

the private sector and academia, on a national and international level



Mexico, United States and Canada Health Fraud 

Working Group (MUCH)

The Mexico-US-Canada Health Fraud 

Working Group (MUCH) was formed to 

combat health fraud and to protect and 

promote the health and economic well 

being of citizens through cooperative 

initiatives and the continual exchange of 

information about compliance and 

enforcement activities in the three 

countries.



(MUCH) – cont’d

Membership:

• Competition and Health agency partners in Canada, the U.S. and 

Mexico

Activities:

• From 2005-2008, members developed coordinated enforcement 

strategies to combat fraudulent and misleading health claims 

online



Key Initiatives
Project FairWeb

• Competition Bureau’s internet surveillance 
and enforcement program aimed at 
proactively combatting misleading and 
deceptive advertising on the Internet

Health Fraud Online

• 2005 Bogus Weight Loss Schemes 

- 73% Compliance

• 2006 Misleading Diabetes Schemes

- 80% Compliance

• 2008 Fraudulent Cancer Cures “Project 
False Hope”

- 97% Compliance



Benefits of the MUCH partnership

• Complementary and coordinated enforcement activities increase success rate 

of compliance and enforcement actions taken and prevent the cross-border 

migration of fraudulent operations

– Sends a strong message to targets that they cannot hide between jurisdictions

• Framework for information exchange enables adaptability and responsiveness 

to emerging threats and challenges of enforcement online

– Regular communications assure up-to-date intelligence and identification of 

potential enforcement action

• Enforcement actions balanced with appropriate outreach and education efforts



Messaging Anti-Abuse Working Group 

(MAAWG)

MAAWG is a global organization 

focussing on preserving electronic 

messaging from online exploits and 

abuse with the goal of enhancing user 

trust and confidence, while ensuring 

the deliverability of legitimate 

messages.



MAAWG – cont’d

Focus: address forms of messaging abuse (spam, virus attacks, 

denial-of-service attacks and other forms of abuse)

Benefits:

• Access to leading edge, private sector expertise on emerging 

threats, trends and investigative techniques

• Enables refinement of Bureau enforcement model to better 

combat threats within Bureau mandate



National Cyber-Forensics and Training 

Alliance Canada

 

The NCFTA Canada is a non-profit organization 

focussed on restoring consumer confidence in 

Internet Commerce. NCFTA Canada addresses 

existing and emerging threats used by cyber-

criminals for monetary gain by combining 

sophisticated intelligence coupled with key 

industries, law enforcement and academia.



NCFTA – cont’d

• Launched in July of 2008 and based on an existing model in the U.S.,  the 

Bureau played a major role in its creation within Canada

• Members: Academia, private sector (technology firms, financial institutions 

and major telecommunications providers), and law enforcement

Benefits:

• Access to technical expertise and specialized training 

• Represents the broad range of stakeholders impacted by Internet threats

• Collaborative research to develop the tools and methods necessary to identify, 

attribute and mitigate current and future threats



Conclusion

• Internet is multi-purpose, multi-jurisdictional and continues to evolve, 
challenging the ability of law enforcement to respond

Partnerships:

(1) Improve intelligence gathering to support organizational adaptability to 
meet these challenges 

• provides insight into developing marketplace issues 

• insider knowledge/expertise from industry leaders 

(2) Enable collaborative responses to high-risk issues, strengthening 
enforcement actions and increasing our impact on the marketplace

• leverage limited law enforcement resources 

• shared focus on multi-jurisdictional issues




